Youth for CHANGE
“Your life does not get better by chance, it gets better by change”
~ Jim Rohn

“ I will be the change I wish to see in the world
”

Introduction
The Youth for Change project is a program developed by the Palestinian Animal League. The scheme
aims to facilitate community cooperation and renounce and help bring an end to violence – not only to
animals, but to humans and our wider environment too. The program has a strong focus on reinforcing
concepts of civic duty and participatory citizenship; with a view to help bring positive results for our
community and country. It is founded on the belief that young people have the capability to carry
out meaningful and important roles in their own society; they can act as leaders and inspiration for
those around them and they can identify and solve problems in their own community when given the
opportunity to do so. By encouraging and supporting young people in their development, the program
seeks to help them to embrace their skills and ability to make a positive impact – they don’t have to
wait until adulthood to become leaders – they can and do make a positive impact on their community
at any age. With this in mind, it is important to note that the role of adults in the program is not to
lead, but to support and facilitate as and when their input is requested or desired. This project aims to
provoke issues that concern society, and then turn it into youth initiatives which aim to address those
concerns and reach positive solutions.
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Violence against animals
Alfajer Aljaded school , Jerusalem

Ehna AL-Quds group held a number of humane education workshops targeting school-aged students
from Jerusalem. The workshops aimed to raise awareness towards ending violence against animals.
Photos and videos about this emerging phenomenon were shared and an open discussion with students
was held. The students contributed their thoughts on how we, as a community, can begin to solved this
problem through instilling in young children that animals have feelings such as humans do and are
pained by being subjected to violence.

Anas Rayyan: Youth for change was for me more than a wonderful experience; it played a significant

Communication Session

Jerusalem
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role in shaping my character and expanding my knowledge.Many things drew my attention and will stay
with me from this experience, but none more than the opportunity of becoming a trainer. Through the
training, I gained the awareness not only to help myself, but to serve as a resource for my community,
an initiator of changes, towards making Palestine number 1.

Ehna Al-Quds

Violence against animals

Islamic Secondary Girls School , Ramallah
Basmit Jelna group made a list of healthy food to eat during recess, because they felt that they needed
to stop buying junk food from the school cafeteria. Their list was also posted within the school so that
other kids could benefit from it.

Nour Hamayel: Youth for change, for me, was a different experience, something new and fun to do with

my free time, but it went beyond that. It taught me so many things I didn’t know about my character and
had no idea were within me. It changed my perspective on how I look at things, especially the community
I live in. This experience taught me that we could in fact have a better environment if we tried to make
a difference, not just stand around nagging about our problems, but try to solve our problems. It also
showed me that everyone has something to give, you just need a little push and help, and you’ll get
there. Moreover I’m really excited for my next step in the program, which is to share my experiences and
difficulties faced in the program in Manchester along with three other PAL volunteers; so that others can
benefit and learn from the program as we did. Such will allow the program to go beyond just Palestine,
because other kids deserve to try such an experience.

Basmit Jelna

Creative Thinking Session
Jerusalem
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Success Story
Youth for Change Team meets Prof. Imad the President of Al-Quds University
Jerusalem
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The First Vegan Cafeteria at Al-Quds University
Al Awael School, Ramallah

Mohammad Arori: This has been a very interesting journey, another step on the ladder of my ambitions. Our initiative was simple, but

challenging and brought out of me strong will and patience. Thankfully, we were able to harvest the efforts that we have been planting
for months. This was culminated with the opening of the first vegan cafeteria at my university. This achievement brought me much selfsatisfaction and sense of accomplishment and pride. I noticed that the other volunteers were also impacted by the experience, becoming more
conscience of community issues, of their role as global citizens, of non-violence, adherence to identity, and self-confidence. In addition, an
internal force was awakened in each of us, a passion for volunteerism and a love for helping animals. We have each committed ourselves
to being defenders for these magnificent beings. Wherever we find ourselves in the future, we will continue to take steps towards spreading
our faith in ourselves and our love for animals. This will not be the last step, as we are waiting now for a major step which we will be taken
in May; where we will join an international conference for PAL to represent our organization and our nation, to show the world that neither
occupation nor any other aggression can eradicate compassion or love from our hearts. For even if we our selves are suffering are displaced
and undergo daily indignities, we will adhere to our principles.
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Animal welfare and healthy eating habits
Al Rawad Association – Aida Refugee Camp, Bethlehem

Fakker Bghayrek group designed posters featuring graphics related to the topic (for example, a person
seeing a child hitting a dog and stopping him from doing so, with explanatory phrases below). The aim
is for the graphics to facilitate the process of children understanding, as they are the targeted group.
In addition, a campaign was initiated focusing on animal welfare and healthy eating habits. Through a
blog the group facilitated a discussion on the negative effects of unhealthy eating versus the benefits
of following a vegetarian diet. Posters we also put up along the streets of Aida Camp and within some
classes at Aida Boys Elementary School.

Animal Welfare Session
Bethlehem
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Rihan Alqaisi: There is no doubt that this program (Youth for Change) positively affected me and brought

out from within me qualities I didn’t know I had, such as leadership. Through this program I became able
to lead a group of individuals, an effort that requires team-building skills and the ability to persuade
others. There is also no doubt that this opportunity has opened up new domains for me in areas I had
only hoped to pursue but lacked the courage.

Fakker Bghayrek

Feeding Areas for Animals
Beit Hanina, Jerusalem

The group (Ya Watana o Ehna As-habo) noticed that animals in the village struggled to attain food. From
this, the group began an initiative to allocate certain locations along the village’s main roads for the
establishment of feeding areas. Dishes of food where placed throughout the designated areas by group
members and village residents. In so doing, the group hoped to promote a culture of animal welfare in
accordance with held Islamic teachings of compassion.

Mustafa Kamal: This was the first experiment of this kind and was a distinct experience in its own right. On

a personal level, however, it also opened me up to things I had never thought of before. Moreover, it equipped
me with the skills to engage with various fractions of society and to be able to raise community issues and
problems in a positive way and find effective solutions. Indeed, the training instilled in me a concern for
animal welfare and a moral obligation towards all creatures. Through my participation in the program and
the organization’s activities, I was able to participate in a student exchange program with students from
Manchester Metropolitan University. Also through this program, I will have the opportunity to transfer my
experience to students in Manchester so they can apply the same program in their areas of residence.

Ya Watana o Ehna As-habo

Teamwork Session
Jerusalem
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Poisoning Stray Dogs
SOS Children’s Village, Bethlehem

Unfortunately, poisoning stray dogs at this time is considered to be one of the most prominent and
heinous crimes committed against animals in Palestine. Municipalities put poison out for stray dogs by
injecting it into chickens heads, thinking it’s the best way to decrease their number, with no care to the
fact that the dogs remain in excruciating pain for three whole days before gasping their last breath. The
members of the group fulfilled two activities, where they formed a page on the social network ‘Facebook’
aimed at educating people about the problems of and possible alternatives to poisoning dogs. The
second activity was to make a photo interview with a group of Bethlehem University students whom
oppose poisoning dogs and others whom support the idea. The group worked on educating and guiding
students as for them to go on to educate and debate other students whom agree with poisoning.

Problem Analysis Session
Bethlehem
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Amany Abu Awad: Being a member of the Youth for Change Program was a great experience that

helped me grow on both personal and professional levels. Not only did I get to meet new people and
build new relationships, but I had the chance to become a more effective member of society. By training
children, I was able to raise awareness about animal welfare, a cause, because I as an animal lover, I
am very passionate about.

Lords Of Life

Animal Cruelty

The Papal Scout Troop of Beit Jala, Bethlehem
The members of “Ehna Qadha” group voted and chose to tackle the problem of animal cruelty, especially
the matter of youth throwing stones at stray dogs for the fun of it. The participants agreed to do an event
gathering members from various scout groups of similar age throughout Bethlehem. The event would allow
the group and specialists to raise the kids’ awareness of the inhumanity of animal cruelty. Moreover, some of
the group member participated in creating a page on ‘Facebook’ to inform people about animal protection.
Last but not least, we participated in a number of local community referendums.

Tamara Alqassis: My experience as a member of the Youth for Change Program allowed me to be more

involved in society. As a young female, this program changed many of my perspectives and the ideologies I
believed throughout my childhood. For instance, I, myself, was a person who loved dissecting animals. I used
to think that dissecting animals would be a start for my future career as an anatomist. However, step by step,
I came around. For that reason, being involved in this program helped me to shape my thoughts and support
animals and defend their rights. As a second step towards a better future, my group worked on carrying out
an initiative in to help change people’s mindsets and awareness of current issues in society.

Ehna Qadha

Distribution of roles Session
Bethlehem
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Violence against Animals
Dar Almarefeh School, Jerusalem

“Star Group” suggested that we should go to the park as a kind of change, and bring our pets along
to enjoy the day. From there, we decided on giving lectures towards solving community problems,
especially problems regarding animal welfare as there is lack of awareness on the matter. We distributed
brochures to the public to introduce them to the program and animal welfare concepts. We also utilized
social media such as Facebook to spread our message, as well as the school broadcast to discuss topics
and hear what others think in this regard.

Ibrahem Sous: For me participating in this program was something new and unique. It made me discover

Belonging & citizenship
Session

Jerusalem
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my abilities and self-confidence. When I would have presentations in college I used to always stress
out, but now I talk in front of large groups all the time and even teach my group public speaking and
standing up for what they believe in. Who knew it would be piece of cake; public speaking, the ability to
give to others, and work in a team? I never anticipated that I could be able to give solutions to help solve
problems in our community. Moreover I learned that before making any decision, I should stop and think
as to avoid making mistakes on the long run.

Star Group

The Inhumane Killing of Stray Dogs
Aqabat Jaber Girls School, Jericho

In the city of Jericho, without any justification, some officials are randomly killing stray dogs whom they
find along the streets, either by shooting or by poisoning them. From this, came an initiative entitled “Don’t
Kill, Rather Help” in other words, do not kill the animals rather help them to live better. The “Tomorrow is
More Beautiful” group visited the Mayor and the Governor of Jericho to propose to them that they undertake
alternative means, such as establishing a dog shelter. The Mayor and the Governor of Jericho welcomed the
idea and committed to establishing a shelter by next June.

Firas Al Yasini: Young people are the torch of hope that lights our way. Therefore, we must work together to

make tomorrow more beautiful. My participation in the Youth for Change Program has instilled in my character
many positive values that were negative before. For example, a developed and sophisticated community does
not grow by itself, but through educated and aware youth. Knowledge should not be restricted on its own, but
should be transmitted to others. Youth for Change is one of the youth programs which aim to raise awareness
and culture among members of society. Through it, I gained self-confidence, strength, and courage, morals
and ethics. And all of that is just one aspect of this program.

Tomorrow is More Beautiful

Team Building Session
Jericho
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Violence against Animals

Birzeit Girls’ Elementary School, Ramallah
“Birzeit Tanhad” group members decided to carry out awareness campaigns regarding the protection of
animals, ethics of dealing with them, and our duty towards these vulnerable creatures. Most importantly,
the campaign focused on treating animals with affection, love, and care.

Phantina Sholi: I always wondered about the existence of an animal protection group, so when I came

Critical Thinking Session
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across PAL I immediately joined as part of the volunteer team and started participating in any opportunity
to help protect animals. This program, Youth for Change, was one such enriching opportunity. Through
the program I learned training methods, developed my communication skills, and participated in
brainstorming during every training day. In dealing with group members and their various personalities,
I also acquired new leadership skills. Indeed, after participating in this year’s program I won’t hesitate
to partake again next year. This project is a great opportunity that everyone should have the chance to
be a part of.

Birzeit Tanhad
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